Synaptic input from homonymous group I afferents in m. longissimus lumborum motoneurons in the L4 spinal segment in cats.
We examined the relationship between input resistance and amplitude of monosynaptic and polysynaptic EPSPs produced by electrical stimulation of group I muscle afferents innervating the m. longissimus lumborum (Long) at different levels (L1-L4) in Long motoneurons in L4 spinal segments to obtain an insight into the neuronal control of trunk muscles. In the Long motoneuron pool, the amplitude of monosynaptic EPSP was shown to have a close relationship to input resistance. Furthermore, the relation between the amplitude of polysynaptic EPSP after stimulating Long nerves at L3 and input resistance was statistically significant, but the relation between EPSP amplitude evoked by stimulation of Long at L1 or L2 and input resistance was not statistically significant. Our findings suggest a position-dependent control of motoneuron activity by group I muscle afferents. The motoneuron activities carried out by monosynaptic pathways and polysynaptic pathways from adjacent spinal segments are dependent on the intrinsic properties of motoneurons (input resistance, etc.), while the motoneuron activities carried out by polysynaptic pathways from the far spinal segments have independent intrinsic properties.